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QUALITY, INNOVATION, PERFECTION
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CLEAN

ACE SPE-System

NEVER CLEAN
AGAIN.

The cleaning

The ACE SPE-System low-pressure
paint spray gun with interchangeable
nozzle inserts.

Discover the unique ACE SPE-System principle that allows you to 

save time and cleaning agents while significantly increasing your 

productivity sustainably.

Thanks to its advanced design, cleaning is quick and straightforward. It's sufficient to 
clean only the color needle tip without disassembling or soaking the paint spray gun 
completely. This way, you optimize your workflow and save valuable time.
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Ø 30 sec.

Ø 5 min.

Ø 25 ml

Ø 250ml

The quick cleaning not only increases the efficiency of 

your work but also makes it more sustainable.

The reduced use of cleaning agents helps protect the 

environment and, at the same time, extends the lifespan 

of your premium paint spray gun.

High-quality air cap

Interchangeable nozzle insert

High-quality housing

Discover interactively
Explore the ACE SPE-System in 3D on 
our product page.

Cleaning time

ACE SPE-System

Conventional

Cleaning agent consumption

ACE SPE-System

Conventional

*Note: Product depiction in black and white for illustration purposes; Original housing is anodized blue. 
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Our interchangeable nozzle inserts, available in sizes ranging 

from 1.2 mm to 2.5 mm, impress with precise and

reproducible spraying performance.

The innovative exchange system saves you 

time and cleaning agents, as only the tip of 

the color needle needs to be cleaned. The 

reduction in cleaning agents is environmental-

ly friendly and extends the life of your paint 

spray gun. Additionally, changing nozzle 

inserts prevents cross-contamination during 

color changes and clogging of the paint 

channel.

This exchange system allows for consistently 

excellent spraying performance, equivalent to 

a brand-new gun.

Interchangeable
nozzle insert

HSM

Specially designed for professi-
onals with high standards.

The ACE SPE-System nozzle insert 

revolutionizes the painting industry 

with uniform atomization and a 

consistent spray pattern for impressi-

ve results, performance, and reliability.

Quality

Discover interactively
Explore the ACE SPE-System in 3D 
on our product page.

Serial number
Tracking

Different sizes
1,2 mm - 2,5 mm

Protective cap
Secure transport

Each component undergoes visual 

inspection and measurement. A serial 

number for traceability is laser-engra-

ved onto the nozzle insert, and the 

data is archived for warranty claims.

Serial number
The precision component is sealed by 

a sturdy cap, protecting it from 

external influences during transporta-

tion. The cap is easily removed before 

use.

Protective cap
 

ACE SPE-System



500ml
730 ml

01 02

03 04
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EASY LINE

FlipFlop closure Scaling

Quick opening

SPA-System

Discover online
More details

Spray volume
Total volume

The built-in FlipFlop closure in the cup lid allows for quick 

readiness.

Our inner cup with integrated ml and oz scaling and a 

maximum fill line reliably prevents overfilling, ensuring a 

smooth workflow.

The Easy Line features two integrated cutouts in the cup 

that allow for effortless opening and enhanced user conve-

nience.

Our Easy Line paint cup features a circumferential cup rim 

for enhanced stability and better handling. Trust in the 

proven quality that meets your requirements.

* The SPA-System Easy Line/ Easy Line Mix requires the use of an adapter    

   between the paint container and the spray gun.

Circumferential cup rim

1 Adapter - 2 Systems
Easy Line and Easy Line Mix

SPA-SYSTEM

With the Easy Line from the SPA-System series, 

handling and processing large quantities of paints 

and lacquers is even easier and more efficient.



300ml 500ml 800ml
390ml 660ml 950ml
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01 02

05 06

0403

EASY LINE MIX

Spray volume Discover online
More details

small medium large
Total volume

* The SPA-System Easy Line/ Easy Line Mix requires the use of an adapter    

   between the paint container and the spray gun.

DrehFix

Raised inner rim

Easy screwing and unscrewing of 

the lid without squeezing the 

cup.

Screen assembly
Quick assembly of the screen that 

can be directly inserted into the lid.

FlipFlop closure
The firmly integrated FlipFlop 

closure in the cup bottom allows 

for quick readiness.

Circumferential cup rim
The circumferential cup rim with 

DrehFix allows for easy opening 

and closing without squeezing.

Scaling
The easily readable scale from 1:1 

to 10:1 and 20:1 allows for precise 

measurement of liquids for 

flawless painting results, thus 

avoiding costly mixing errors or 

rework.

The raised inner rim in the lid 

prevents paint contamination in 

the thread and ensures a secure 

seal of the cup, contributing to a 

clean working environment.

SPA-SYSTEM

With the Easy Line Mix from the SPA-System 

series, the handling and processing of small 

quantities of paints and lacquers become even 

easier and more efficient.
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EcoGun ACE

The groundbreaking ACE SPE-System features a 

low-pressure paint spray gun equipped with

interchangeable nozzle inserts.

In this collaboration, our expertise and quality

standards merge with Dürr's expertise to provide you 

with a product that sets new standards in the painting 

industry. This pioneering partnership allows us to offer 

you a final product for your painting work that

combines the highest performance and exceptional 

precision. Trust in the EcoGun ACE to meet your 

painting requirements with a new level of efficiency.

Together with our renowned 
partner Dürr, we have
developed the EcoGun ACE, 
a groundbreaking innovation 
in the world of painting tech-
nology.

Sources of supply
more details

The EcoGun ACE paint gun, manufactured by our partner Dürr, is available through their 

sales partner.

Contact HSM or the HSM regional representatives directly, who will be happy to help you 

find a suitable dealer in your area.
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500ml 1000ml 2000ml 5000ml
660ml 1280ml 2550ml 6000ml

01 02

05 06
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Mixing cup system

Discover online
More details

Effective mixing volume

small medium large maxi
Total volume

Cup rim

Mixing cup insert

The circumferential, enclosed rim of the 

cup prevents paint from entering the 

outer container and ensures a clean 

application.

Handle
The sturdy, ergonomic handle provides 

a secure grip for mixing and pouring, 

making work easy and comfortable.

Scaling
The precise scaling from 1:1 to 8:1, 10:1, 

20:1, and 10:7 allows for accurate 

measurement for demanding painting 

tasks, preventing mixing errors and 

costly rework. The scaling film is 

scratch and cleaning agent-resistant 

thanks to modern In-Mould Labeling 

(IML).

Lid
The flat, tight-fitting lid allows the 

mixing cups to be stacked to save 

space, allowing for neat storage and 

efficient use of your storage space.

Pouring spout
The pouring spout of the cup allows for 

easy, controlled pouring of paints and 

lacquers without spills, ensuring 

hassle-free handling and clean work 

surfaces.

The transparent mixing cup insert with 

integrated ml and oz scaling allows for 

precise reading and measuring in the 

outer cup. It can be easily attached and 

replaced, eliminating the need for 

cleaning the outer cup.

MIXING CUP
SYSTEM

The Cup-in-Cup System - the smart solution for 

mixing and storing paints and lacquers without costly 

mixing errors and tedious cleaning efforts.



www.hsm-lackiersysteme.de
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WHAT SETS US
APART
FROM OTHERS
We would like to introduce ourselves as an 
efficient partner who can offer optimal
solutions for your tasks and
requirements.

Our ACE SPE, Mixing Cup, and SPA-Systems were developed with these aspects 

in mind. This ensures that the requirements are implemented effectively and 

economically.

Outstanding
Product Competence

Environmentally
Friendly Products

Good Value
for Money

User-Friendly
and Safe



HSM Lackiersysteme GmbH
Braike 77 · 73230 Kirchheim unter Teck
GERMANY

T: +49(0)7021/ 972 208-0  
info@hsm-lackiersysteme.de
www.hsm-lackiersysteme.de
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Professional painting systems
from HSM

EXPERIENCE. COMPETENCE.
TRUST.


